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Abstract� A truly two�dimensional scheme based on a �nite volume discretiza�
tion on structured meshes will be developed for solving the shallow water equations�
The idea of the method of transport� developed by M� Fey for the compressible Eu�
ler equations 	
�� is modi�ed for our case�
In contrast to this� the �ux of the shallow water equations is not homogeneous�
Hence� the eigenvectors of the Jacobi matrix of the �ux can not be used to decom�
pose the state vector� We show that there exist vectors such that the same kind of
waves as for the Euler equations can be obtained�
Source terms and appropriate boundary conditions have to be included� to be able
to simulate river �ow or �ow in water reservoirs� Some numerical results will be
shown�
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�� Introduction

Numerical algorithms for the multidimensional shallow water equations run into the
same problems as in the case of the Euler equations� Most of the methods use one�
dimensional solvers applied to the di�erent coordinate directions �see ���
������ This
approach ignores the physical propagation directions and instead uses the coordinate
axes
 introduced by the underlying grid� This causes a loss of accuracy in regions
where the main �ow is not aligned with the mesh�
In this paper
 we generalize the idea of the method of transport which is a genuine
multidimensional scheme ��� to the case of the shallow water equations� This is an
example of a conservation law with inhomogeneous �ux� Observe that the method
of transport for the Euler�equations makes extensive use of the homogeneity of the
�ux�
In the �rst part
 we describe the model equations and give a brief description of the
main idea of the method of transport� Then we derive the proper decomposition of
the state vector
 leading to a consistent numerical �ux� At the end of this paper
numerical results of some test problems are shown�

	� Model

In two space dimensions
 the di�erential form of a hyperbolic conservation law looks
like�

Ut � F�U�x �G�U�y � �����

For the shallow water equations we have

U �

�
B� h
hu
hv

�
CA � F�U� �

�
BBB�

hu
gh�

	
� hu�

huv

�
CCCA � G�U� �

�
BBB�

hv
huv

gh�

	
� hv�

�
CCCA ��	�

where h is the depth of the water
 g is the constant of gravity
 u is the speed in the
direction x and v is the speed in the direction y� A simple calculation shows that the
�ux is not homogeneous
 i�e��

F�U� �� �F�U�

�U
U�

�� Method of transport

In this section we brie�y describe the method of transport and the quantities that
need to be replaced in the case of the shallow water equations� For the Euler equa�
tions
 the numerical scheme relies on the one�dimensional decomposition of the state
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vector and the �ux in a �ux vector splitting way� In the ��D case
 we have

F�U� �
�F�U�

�U
U � R�R��U �

�X
i��

�i ri�i� U � RR��U �
�X

i��

�i ri�

The �rst equalities describe the homogeneity of the �ux
 where R denotes the matrix
of right eigenvectors of the Jacobian �F��U� Using the second one
 we can decompose
the state vector into some kind of waves
 mainly the eigenvectors times an amplitude�
Then the �ux is obtained by propagating these waves with their corresponding char�
acteristic speeds� Rearranging these quantities and using the characteristic speed
to trace back the propagation we are able to formulate the �ux from one domain
into another
 rather than over cell boundaries� This idea can be applied to several
space dimensions in a straightforward way
 leading to a multidimensional numerical
method ���
���

In case of the Euler equations it turns out that the generalization of the eigenvectors
ri
 given by

R��U� �
�

�

�
B� �
u
H

�
CA � R��U� �

� � �

�
�

�
B� �

u
juj��	

�
CA and L�U� �

� c

�

�
B� �

T

I
uT

�
CA

plays an important role� Observe that in general the function L�U� is a matrix in
contrast to the ��D case� It is the aim of this article to obtain equivalent functions
for the shallow water equations�

�� Decomposition

The problem consists of determining the coe�cients R�
 R� and L� As mentioned
before
 in the ��D case the eigenvectors of the Jacobian can not be used� On the other
hand
 the eigenvectors have no direct physical meaning� Neither do they represent
a shock nor a rarefaction wave� But there is no reason not to look for some other
vectors with the desired properties� The introduction of the Roe averages is based
on the same argument�

In contrast to this
 the eigenvalues
 i�e� characteristic speeds
 are very important
for the �ow� They indicate the presence of a shock or a smooth �ow
 whether the
characteristics intersect or not�

We construct the matrix Cm
 i�e� the Jacobian of the �ux in direction m �
�cos�� sin��T 


Cm �
�F

�U
cos��

�G

�U
sin�

�



or explicitly

Cm �

�
B� � cos� sin�

�g h� u�� cos� � u v sin� 	u cos �� v sin� u sin�
�u v cos�� �g h � u�� sin� v cos� u cos�� 	 v sin�

�
CA

with the eigenvalues

���� � u cos�� v sin��
q
gh � u �m� c�

�� � u cos�� v sin� � u �m�

Here u � �u� v�T is the velocity� It is easy to verify that

CmU �� F�U� cos� �G�U� sin��

The idea is to �nd a matrix A�U� such that A�U� is similar to Cm and A�U�U �
F�U� cos ��G�U� sin��
Since A�U� is similar to Cm
 there exists a matrix R such that

F�U� cos ��G�U� sin� � R�R��U�

This leads to � equations in � unknowns in the 	�D case� Three free parameters
re�ect the freedom of length for each eigenvector� The other three can be �xed by
comparison with the ��D case where the solution is unique� Some algebra leads to
the eigenvectors r�
 r� and r� of A�U�
 given by

R � �r�� r�� r�� �

�
BBBBB�

� � �

u�

p
gh cos�

	
� sin� u�

p
gh cos�

	

v �

p
gh sin�

	
cos� v �

p
gh sin�

	

�
CCCCCA �

and thus A�U� has the form

�
BBBB�

�u cos� � v sin� 	 cos� 	 sin�
gh cos�

	
� 	u� cos� � 	uv sin� �u cos�� v sin� 	u sin�

gh sin�

	
� 	uv cos�� 	v� sin� 	v cos� u cos�� � v sin�

�
CCCCA �

The eigenvectors of A�U� and Cm di�er only in the divisor 	 in the term with g h�
Using this
 the amplitude �i of the waves can be calculated as�

B���
��
��

�
CA � R��U �

h

	

�
B� �
�
�

�
CA �





Guided by the one�dimensional case
 where

R��U� � �� r� � �� r� � h

�
B� �
u
v

�
CA and L�U� � �� r� � �� r� �

hc

	

�
B� �
cos�
sin�

�
CA �

we de�ne

R��U� � h

�
�
u

�
and L�U� �

hc

	

�
�T

I

�

for the multidimensional case� Again
 L�U� now becomes a �N � �� �N matrix
 as
in the Euler case�
It turns out that R��U� � �� r� � � vanishes completely
 i�e� there is no advection
wave for the shallow water equations�
With this decomposition we are now able to compute the �uxes F�i�j

as the integrals
of the waves generated by domain �i over the domain �j � Corresponding to ��� we
get

Fc
�i�j

�
Z
�j

�

jOj
Z
O

Z
�i

R��U�y� t�� 	�x� g�y� t��t��dydOdx

Fc�

�i�j
�
Z
�j

N

jOj
Z
O

Z
�i

L�U�y� t�� � n 	�x� g�y� t��t��dydOdx

and F�i�j
� Fc

�i�j
� Fc�

�i�j
� The update for the new timestep is done by adding

incoming and subtracting outgoing �uxes� We obtain

Un��
i � Un

i �
�

j�ij
X
j ��i

�F�i�j
� F�j�i

� �
�

j�ij
X
j

F�j�i
����

where i is the index of the central cell and in the �rst sum the index j runs over the
indices of all neighboring cells� E�g� for a Cartesian grid in two space dimensions
 the
�ux of the � nearest neighbors has to be taken into account� The above description of
the �ux can be used for the method of transport
 but usually we are using a simpli�ed
method of transport
 where the �uxes are an approximation of the ones mentioned
above ����

�� Examples

�	�	 Circular expansion	 Solving a spherical symmetric problem on a Cartesian
mesh causes a lot of problems for any kind of numerical method as shown in ����
for the Euler equations� To show the multidimensional character of the method
 we
compare the results of a circular expansion with the solutions of a �rst order van
Leer �ux vector splitting scheme�
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We consider a square domain ���� ��� ���� �� with initial conditions

h�x� �� �

�
hi if jjxjj � ���
he if else

���

and u�x� �� � �� A uniform grid with ��� points in each direction is used�
First we found that the method of transport �MoT� gives results for CFL�number up
to unity
 whereas for the robust van Leer method �VLM� in dimensional splitting
 the
maximum CFL�number was restricted to CFL 
 ��� Hence
 we used the constant
timestep �t � ��� � ���� in all computations�
In this example the Froude number is always less than �� so that the subsonic

transonic and supersonic propagation
 i�e� propagation in all directions
 are to be
considered� The two contour plots of the water depth in Fig� � show the in�uence of
the Cartesian grid� For the VLM
 thickness and position of the front shock depend
on the direction� Conversely
 the MoT gives an almost symmetric solution with no
dependence on the shape of the front shock or on the direction�
Fig� 	 shows cuts along the x�axis and Fig� � along the diagonal to the grid� The
slowest front shock in the cuts along the x�axis and along the diagonal belong to the
VLM�
The simpli�edmethod as proposed in ��� runs also in this example� The discretization
is still stable up to CFL � �� But the resolution of the sonic point is not so good

we noticed the occurrence of glitches in these regions� This is a well known problem
for the Steger�Warming splitting �	��

�	
	 Shock formation	 We consider the �ow along an oblique corner of angle ���
�see Fig� ��� The incoming parallel �ow is re�ected at the wall and produces a
shock� For this example
 an analytical solution for the shock angle exists ���� Let
u� and u� be the speed of the water on each side of the shock� Since the velocity
component parallel to the shock is continuous
 we get u� cos  � u� cos� � �� and
tan� � ���tan  � �u� sin� � �����u� sin��
Using the Rankine�Hugoniot condition
 the re�ection angle is given by

tan � �
��� L� tan 

� � L tan� 
���

where

L �
� �

q
� � � �Fr�� sin� 

� �Fr�� sin� 
and Fr �

up
g h

�

Fr is the Froude number in the x direction in the free stream�
In the example we set the wall angle to ��� and h � ����� and Fr � � in the free
stream region� We calculated the solution on a uniform Cartesian grid ��� � ���
after ��� time steps with �t � ��		� � ����� Uniform free stream values were taken
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as initial conditions� The numerical re�ection angle is ������ compared to ������ as
theory predicts�

�	�	 Expansion in a channel	 We compare the numerical results of the expansion
of water in a channel with experiments� Hager and Mazumder ��� measured the
supercritical �ow at abrupt expansions in a channel of length � meter and width ���
meter� The opening is one third of the total width and the �ow arrives with a height
of ����� meter and a Froude number of ��
The stationary solution shows the same structure as the measurements
 but in the
simulation all lines are shifted downstream� The inclusion of friction corresponding
to the bed shear stress to the model
 leads to the correct solution �see Fig� ���
The friction can be added to the equations by a source term

S�U� �

�
B� �
�g hSfx

�g hSfy

�
CA �

where Sfx and Sfy are the slopes of the energy grade lines in the x and y di�
rections respectively� The values are given by the steady state friction formulae
Sfx � �n� u

p
u� � v���h��� in which n is Manning�s roughness coe�cient� In each

step we use an operating splitting
 i�e� we �rst solve the homogeneous equations ���
and than the ordinary di�erential equations Ut � S�U�� Since in this example the
source term is not sti�
 the operating splitting causes no problems ����

�� Conclusion

We were able to derive a multidimensional method for a hyperbolic system of partial
di�erential equations with non homogeneous �ux� As shown in the numerical ex�
amples
 the physics is correctly represented with almost no dependence on the grid�
Adaptions to special features of the equations are necessary to obtain e�cient nu�
merical methods� This includes the reduction of numerical viscosity
 due to the lack
of an advection part
 as well as a high order implementation of this method� The
latter is possible as shown in ��� in the case of the Euler equations�
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Figure �� Flow in expansion for h� � �� mm
 Fr� � � on a domain
�	��� ���� Plotted are the contour lines of h�h�
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